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we are
Who



1903 Nobel Prize iN Physics awarded  
 to Pierre aNd Marie curie

1909 creatioN of the iNstitut du radiuM,  
 which becaMe iNstitut curie 

1911 Nobel Prize iN cheMistry awarded  
 to Marie curie

1920 creatioN of the curie fouNdatioN

1935 Nobel Prize iN cheMistry awarded  
 to irèNe aNd frédéric Joliot-curie

1970 Merger of iNstitut du radiuM  
 with the curie fouNdatioN

2010 Merger of iNstitut curie   
 with the ceNtre reNé hugueNiN  
 (saint-cloud, hauts-de-seine)  

2015 lauNch of the Mc21 iNstitutioNal  
 ProJect

2017 oPeNiNg of the caNcer  
 iMMuNotheraPy ceNter
 150 years after the birth  
 of Marie curie

2018 first brick Placed for the New  
 orsay aNd saiNt-cloud buildiNgs

Our prOject  
fOr the future 
Pulling out the stops so that all patients can look 
forward to a future after cancer: this is the aim of 
the Mc21 (for Marie curie 21st century) project. 
this project, to be led by institut curie until 2021, 
is inspired by the model created by Marie curie in 
1909 – gathering researchers and physicians 
together – to bring new medications to patients as 
quickly as possible. 
with this project, institut curie aims to raise  
research and treatment to the highest level so that 
they interact in the continuum envisaged by Marie 
curie, which continues to prove its worth today, to 
the benefit of patients.  

PROF. ThieRRy PhiliP
chairMaN of the executive board of iNstitut curie

tOGether,  
Let’S BeAt cANcer 
A leading player in the fight against cancer, institut 
curie brings together an internationally-renowned 
research center and an advanced hospital group 
that provides care for all types of cancer.
founded in 1909 by Marie curie, institut curie 
comprises three sites (Paris, saint-cloud and 
orsay), where more than 3,500 members of staff 
are dedicated to achieving three objectives: 
hospital care; scientific research; and the sharing 
of knowledge and the preservation of legacy.
as a private foundation that is recognized as serving 
the public interest, institut curie is supported by 
donations and grants. this support is used to fund 
discoveries that will improve treatments and the 
quality of life of cancer patients.



204,000 active doNors

AN ALLIANce  
Of PUBLIC AND  
PRIVATE RESOURCES

A UNIQUE FORM  
OF GOVERNANCE  
IN the FIGHT AGAINST 
CANCER
the governance of institut curie unites several 
entities within a shared strategy: the hospital 
Group, the Research Center and the head Office 
of the foundation, which provides its support to 
the many synergies between research and care. 
through this organization each entity is able to 
focus on its primary missions, namely research, 
care and conserving and sharing knowledge. 

in addition to the support services, the head office 
of the foundation houses the Fundraising 
Department, the Data Department, whose goal 
is to collect, structure, provide and develop all 
clinical and research data, the international 
Relations Department, whose goal is to both 
structure and develop treatment of foreign patients 
and conduct humanitarian missions, and the  
Tech Transfer Office, which identifies, promotes 
and develops all of institut curie’s scientific, 
technological and medical resources.

thanks to its 
diversified  
resources,  
institut curie retains 
its independence 
and ability  
to innovate.

AN OrIGINAL MODeL  
Public donations play a crucial part in the funding 
of institut curie.  
the hospital Group is funded in large part by the 
french health insurance fund. added to that are 
funds from public generosity, donations from 
companies and charities that finance research and 
innovation, pharmaceutical compagnies taking 
part in clinical trials, sponsors, charities and 
public and semipublic organizations.
the Research Center is financed by research 
bodies (cNrs, inserm, universities), the Ministry 
of higher education and research, subsidies 
obtained as a result of competitive french and  
international calls for bids (aNr, iNca, erc, etc.), 
private and industrial funding and public generosity. 

DrIVING GeNerOSItY
Public generosity and sponsorship are part of the 
dNa of institut curie, and provide it with the  
autonomy to develop innovative research and 
care programs.

head office 
Director 

Jacques Gilain

hosPital  
grouP

Director-General
Prof. Pierre 
Fumoleau

research 
ceNter
Director 

Bruno Goud, 
PhD

MaNageMeNt board

suPervisory board

Chairman of the board 
Prof. Thierry Philip



paris
Systemic Biology and overall care of 
the patient

• 9 research units
• translational research department 
• cancer immunotherapy center 
• siredo, center dedicated to cancer in the under-25s 
• the curie-Montsouris chest center

hosPital aNd uNiversity PartNers 

Orsay
Radiation Biology and Radiation Therapy

• 3 research units
• Proton therapy center
• experimental radiotherapy and radiology platform

hosPital aNd uNiversity PartNers  

Saint - Cloud
(92 Hauts-de-Seine)

Paris
(75)

Orsay 
(91 Essonne)

3 SIteS, 3 AREAS  
OF dEVELOPMENT

certificatioN

iNterNatioNal PartNers 

RESEARCH UNIVERSITY PARIS

sPoNsors aNd MaiN fiNaNcial backers

NatioNal PartNers  

see the complete list at curie.fr

Saint-cloud 

Precision Medicine and better 
definition of the patient journey

in the long term a 20,000 sq. ft. space, dedicated to research, 
and equivalent to a brand new hospital, will open on this site. 
• clinical research division
• creation of a data center
• a major clinical bioinformatics and biostatistics center
• benchmark center for radio-pharmacology and imaging 
• benchmark center for biomarkers

hosPital aNd uNiversity PartNers  



cANcer:  
A NATIONAL PUBLIC 
heALth prIOrItY

preSerVING  
AND trANSferrING 
KNOWLeDGe  
training leaders in oncology for the future, 
disseminating knowledge, collaborating and 
engaging with the best and brightest to further  
the knowledge of researchers and physicians, and 
thus help improve care for cancer sufferers.
Preserve and develop the scientific and historic 
heritage of the curie family and of the Institut du 
Radium, which will become institut curie.

cAre
offering comprehensive tailor-made care, 
combining the human aspect with the provision 
of increasingly innovative techniques.

each year in france, 385,000 new cancer cases are 
diagnosed and 3 million people, or almost 1 in 20 
french people, have had or are living with cancer. 
cancer is the leading cause of death in france and 
is a major public health issue; it was made a national 
priority in 2002. the strategy of institut curie is in 
line with the guidelines established by the french 
state as part of the 2014-2019 cancer plan. 

Our 3 MISSIONS

reSeArch 
furthering knowledge in biology and interfaces 
between physics and biology. 
Pulling out all the stops to help make original 
discoveries and find innovative applications, in order 
to further knowledge in the fight against cancer.

“Founded by Marie Curie, Institut Curie 
brings together physicians, caregivers and 
researchers motivated by the same ambition, 
namely to beat cancer. Therapeutic and 
diagnostic progress now enables the majority 
of  patients to overcome cancer. Accelerating 
and strengthening this trend is our sole aim.” 

PROF. ThieRRy PhiliP
chairMaN of the executive board of iNstitut curie



known as Mc21 - for Marie curie 21st century - the 
2015-2020 strategic plan was directly inspired by 
the model invented by Marie curie in 1909, aimed 
at bringing physicians and researchers together 
to find new treatments for cancer patients  
without delay.
the medico-scientific program is concrete 
evidence of this and brings the curie model into  
the 21st century. it focuses on 10 priorities that  
systematically involve physicians and researchers 
with a common goal: to accelerate the availability 
of innovations in medical applications.  

Physicians and researchers from all over the world 
collaborate to innovate beyond the frontiers and 
interfaces of the living world. backed by the legacy 
of Marie curie and the proximity of the hospital, 
the institut curie research center stands out by 
the variety of its disciplines and the freedom to 
choose areas of research to explore. each field of 
research is approached from multiple angles, from 
basic to applicative. 

OUR PROjECT:  
BeING the  
cOMpreheNSIVe  
cANcer ceNter  
Of the future

• breast cancer
• sarcoma
• Pediatric cancer
• early trials 
• radiation biology and innovation  
 in radiation therapy 
• immunotherapy
• uveal Melanoma
• genetics and epigenetics
• urological cancer
• lung cancer

A reSeArch ceNter 
THAT ENGAGES  
wITH THE wORLd

• radiation biology and chemistry, cell signaling  
 and cancer
• development, cancer, genetics and epigenetics
• integrative tumor biology, immunology and  
 environment
• Multiscale Physics-biology-chemistry and  
 cancer studies

More than 1,100 people and 80 nationalities  
in volved to further knowledge on cancer.

4 DOMAINS Of reSeArch 

«Our ambition for the Research 
Center: to put our intelligence and 
creativity at the service of  science  
for the benefit of  patients.» 

BRunO GOuD, PhD 
director of the research ceNter



a producer of knowledge and innovations, institut 
curie is committed to sharing it as widely as 
possible.  To share scientific and medical 
knowledge and know-how, staff at institut curie 
provide university and post-university instruction 
and train the specialists of the future. 
as both the instigator and facilitator of multiple 
partnerships, institut curie takes part in the 
creation of scientific units and top-notch 
courses of treatment lines both nationally and 
internationally. 
to establish a continuous flow between basic 
research and clinical activity, institut Curie teams 
up with partners in industry to work on innovative 
research and development programs.

Portfolio of More thaN 500 PateNts

over 700 Phd studeNts,  
Master’s studeNts, resideNts aNd 
hosPital studeNts iN traiNiNg

traiNiNg of foreigN PhysiciaNs  
aNd foreigN PatieNts  

services available

“To offer better care to its patients, Institut 
Curie continues its regional partnerships 
policy with other leading hospital institutions. 
Our engagement with the outside world is  
a way to achieve greater innovation.” 

PROF. PieRRe FumOleAu 
director-geNeral of the hosPital grouP

certified by the hAuTe AuTORiTé De SAnTé 
(freNch NatioNal authority for health)

CeRTiFiCATiOn delegatioN for cliNical research 

Gold standard for breast, eye, pediatric and lung 
cancers, sarcomas, and radiotherapy. 
A pioneer in terms of oncogenetics, supportive care, 
geriatric oncology and precision medicine.

Our prIOrItIeS
• Provide an earlier diagnosis, better care and  
 improved support to patients
• remain at the forefront of innovation
• evolve from targeted care to integrated care
• consider patients who are increasing  
 well-informed, connected and influential
• develop connected health
• interconnect the various health players in  
 oncology.

INNOVAtION TO 
BENEFIT THE PATIENT

aNd iNNovatioN, cliNical 
research ceNter,  
ceNter for early-Phase 
trials iN adults  
aNd childreN (cliP2)

training leaders in  
oncology for the future, 
disseminating 
knowledge, 
collaborating and 
engaging with the best 
and brightest to improve 
knowledge and care for 
cancer sufferers.

PRESERVATION  
AND TRANSFER  
Of KNOWLeDGe



Just like research, treatment and education, the 
preservation and development of the scientific 
and historic heritage of the Curie family and of 
institut du Radium are among the missions of 
institut curie. since 2016, institut curie has 
represented and defended the honor, image and 
reputation of the curie family, by protecting the 
use of the ”curie” name.

THE LEGACy  
OF MARIE CURIE  
MAtterS NOW MORE 
THAN EVER

curIe MuSeuM 
the curie Museum is a museum of history of 
sciences and medicine, and also serves as a tribute 
to institut curie. through the institut du radium 
archives, they work to relay history, to manage the 
collections and curate all the documents, devices 
and historic objects, particularly those related to 
Pierre and Marie curie, and frédéric and irène 
Joliot-curie. 

curie MuseuM 
1, rue Pierre et Marie curie 75005 Paris, france
Phone: +33 (0)1 56 24 55 33
Business hours
wednesday through saturday from 1:00 to 5:00 pm.
closed in august
Free entry
Musee.curie.fr



oNliNe at institut-curie.org

@institut_curie institut curie institut curie institut curie institut_curie

SuppOrt uS frOM OVerSeAS
Make a Donation 
• online at institut-curie.org/
• By bank transfer to institut Curie: 
ibaN no.: fr76 3005 6000 4000 4054 6082 126  
swift/bic code: ccfrfrPP 

your donation to institut curie can be deducted 
from your taxes in your country of residence. 
contact us for further information.

ContaCt
Marielle Lethrosne 
Phone: 00 33 (0)1 56 24 55 02 
marielle.lethrosne@curie.fr 

institut curie is a non for profit foundation since 
1921 that receives grants, donations and bequests 
to pursue its mission.

YOur DONAtIONS Are VItAL
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